WE’RE EXCITED TO ANNOUNCE THE LATEST WAY YOU CAN #GOBOTTOMLESS: IN THE NAME OF ART.

Starting Monday, April 6th, we’ll be accepting artwork submissions to be featured on display at The Place 2 Be. The theme? You may have guessed it: butts. From voluptuous, round peaches to minimalist figure drawings, we want to see your best “bottomless” interpretation.

This call is open to our entire community. Whether you’re an aspiring artist, frequent boozy bruncher—or both—all are encouraged to participate.

Just create a 5”x7” piece of work in your desired medium, whether that be painting, drawing, printmaking, calligraphy, photography, or textiles.

Anything goes, but as a public space we simply ask that you keep things tasteful. To submit your masterpiece, drop it off in-person at The Place 2 Be for a chance to be featured up on the wall.

DM OR TAG US IN YOUR CHEEKY PROGRESS SHOTS ON INSTAGRAM @PLACE2BECT.

Submission Deadline:
TBD: Artwork can be submitted on a rolling basis until a firm deadline has been established.